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Abstract
Cortical processing is strongly influenced by the actions of neuromodulators such as acetylcholine (ACh). Early studies in
anaesthetized cats argued that acetylcholine can cause a sharpening of orientation tuning functions and an improvement of the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of neuronal responses in primary visual cortex (V1). Recent in vitro studies have demonstrated that
acetylcholine reduces the efficacy of feedback and intracortical connections via the activation of muscarinic receptors, and
increases the efficacy of feed-forward connections via the activation of nicotinic receptors. If orientation tuning is mediated or
enhanced by intracortical connections, high levels of acetylcholine should diminish orientation tuning. Here we investigate the
effects of acetylcholine on orientation tuning and neuronal responsiveness in anaesthetized marmoset monkeys. We found that
acetylcholine caused a broadening of the orientation tuning in the majority of cells, while tuning functions became sharper in only
a minority of cells. Moreover, acetylcholine generally facilitated neuronal responses, but neither improved signal-to-noise ratio,
nor reduced trial-to-trial firing rate variance systematically. Acetylcholine did however, reduce variability of spike occurrences
within spike trains. We discuss these findings in the context of dynamic control of feed-forward and lateral ⁄ feedback connectivity
by acetylcholine.

Introduction
Acetylcholine (ACh) acts as a neuromodulator in the cerebral cortex
and a variety of functions have been ascribed to it. In vivo studies
suggested that it aids in sharpening orientation tuning as well as to
improving the signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of cortical neurons (Sillito
& Kemp, 1983; Sato et al., 1987a; Sillito & Murphy, 1987). In vitro
studies have demonstrated that it increases neuronal excitability and
reduces spike frequency adaptation through the blockade of several
K+-currents mediated by the activation of postsynaptic muscarinic
receptors (McCormick & Prince, 1986). This could be a mechanism
by which neuronal responsiveness upon visual stimulation is
increased, and the SNR is improved, provided the spontaneous
activity of the neuron remains largely unaffected. In addition to these
postsynaptic actions, recent in vitro studies have shown that ACh also
modulates synaptic transmission. It can reduce the synaptic efﬁcacy of
intracortical connections, through activation of muscarinic receptors
(Metherate & Ashe, 1993; Vidal & Changeux, 1993; Murakoshi,
1995; Gil et al., 1997; Kimura & Baughman, 1997; Kimura et al.,
1999; Richter et al., 1999; Hsieh et al., 2000; Kimura, 2000), and
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increase the synaptic efﬁcacy of thalamo-cortical connections through
activation of nicotinic receptors (Vidal & Changeux, 1993; Gil et al.,
1997; Wonnacott, 1997). These results suggest that cortical integration
should be reduced at high ACh levels, a notion supported by our
recent in vivo study (Roberts et al., 2005).
Orientation tuning is an emergent cortical property, which is ﬁrst
established in primary visual cortex (V1), being absent in the lateral
geniculate nucleus (LGN; Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; Schiller et al.,
1976). Early models suggested that appropriately aligned feed-forward
inputs from the LGN mediate orientation tuning (Hubel & Wiesel,
1962). Some experimental evidence supports this view, showing that
ordered feed-forward projections from the LGN are an important
factor in generating orientation tuning in V1 (Ferster, 1986, 1987;
Chapman et al., 1991; Chapman & Stryker, 1992; Reid & Alonso,
1995; Anderson et al., 2000). However, there is also evidence
demonstrating that intracortical inhibitory mechanisms contribute to
the sharpening of tuning functions (Sillito, 1975, 1979; Allison et al.,
1995; Allison et al., 1996; Sato et al., 1996; Crook et al., 1997, 1998;
Ringach et al., 2002; Ringach et al., 2003; Shapley et al., 2003). If, as
shown by in vitro studies, ACh reduces intracortical synaptic efﬁcacy,
it might also affect orientation tuning. However, rather than sharpen it,
as suggested by previous in vivo studies, a high level of ACh might
result in broader tuning, due to decreased drive from inhibitory
interneurons.
Here we investigated the effects of ACh application on orientation
tuning, the SNR, and response reliability in V1 of anaesthetized
marmoset monkeys (Callithrix jacchus).
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Materials and methods
Physiological preparation
All experiments were carried out in accordance with the European
Communities Council Directive 1986 (86 ⁄ 609 ⁄ EEC), the National
Institutes of Health guidelines for care and use of animals for
experimental procedures, the Society for Neurosciences Policies on
the Use of Animals and Humans in Neuroscience Research, and the
UK Animals Scientiﬁc Procedures Act.
Four marmosets (Callithrix jacchus, 400–480 g) were used in acute
preparations. Anaesthesia was induced with intramuscular injection of
Saffan (Alphadalone ⁄ Alphaxalone acetate, 1.5 mL ⁄ kg) and maintained during surgery using bolus injections of Propofol through the tail
vein. The vein of the hind limb was cannulated to allow a continuous
infusion of the drugs during the experiment. A catheter was inserted
into the bladder for urine collection. The trachea was cannulated to
allow artiﬁcial ventilation (35–70 strokes ⁄ min, 3.5–5.5 mL ⁄ stroke).
During the experiment anaesthesia was maintained with a continuous
infusion of Propofol (6–12 mg ⁄ h) and analgesia was induced and
maintained with Rapifen (156 lg ⁄ kg ⁄ h). After ensuring a sufﬁcient
depth of anaesthesia, by repeatedly checking the absence of withdrawal
reﬂexes, paralysis was induced and maintained with Norcuron
(100 lg ⁄ kg ⁄ h). Additional Dexamethasone (200 lg ⁄ kg ⁄ h) was given
to prevent cerebral oedema and inﬂammation. Antibiotics (Cephuroxide, 125 mg ⁄ kg) were injected intravenously every 12 h. The electrocardiogram, blood pressure and end-tidal CO2 were continuously
monitored. End-tidal CO2 was kept at 3.5–4.5%. Rectal temperature
was recorded and maintained at 38 C using a heating pad. Eyes were
protected with contact lenses and frequently moistened and cleaned
with saline. Atropine eye drops were regularly applied to induce and
maintain mydriasis and cycloplegia.

applied (15–20 trials per stimulus condition) followed by at least one
measurement with ACh application (15–20 trials per stimulus condition). Three to ﬁve minutes after termination of ACh application we
recorded the neuronal activity at least once without ACh application to
determine that recovery occurred (15–20 trials per stimulus condition).

Visual stimulation
Stimuli were presented and spike timings recorded under the control of
Cortex 5.95 (Laboratory of Neuropsychology, National Institute of
Mental Health) in a two-computer conﬁguration. A 20-inch cathode
ray tube monitor (75 Hz, 1600 · 1200 pixels) positioned 57 cm in
front of the animal was used for stimulus presentation. Stimuli were
presented monocular at 70% Michelson contrast on a grey background
(24.6 cd ⁄ m2). Depending on the cell’s preference the stimuli were
brighter or darker than the background. The neuron’s minimum
response ﬁeld (Barlow et al., 1967; Maffei & Fiorentini, 1976) was
determined by moving a bar with variable orientation, length and
width across the screen. Following minimum response ﬁeld mapping
the orientation tuning characteristics were determined by presenting a
bar with a length corresponding to the minimum response ﬁeld size at
one of eight possible orientations (0–157.5, 22.5 steps). Each
orientation was presented 15–20 times for the initial recording, during
ACh application, and for the recovery recording in a pseudo-random
order for 500 ms with 500 ms pre- and 200 ms poststimulus time. We
used stationary ﬂashed bars, rather than moving bars, for stimulation,
as we were interested in the effects of ACh on neuronal activity during
the transient (stimulus onset) and the sustained response (after
stimulus onset).

Data analysis
Extracellular recording and iontophoresis
Extracellular recordings and drug applications were performed in area
V1. Five barrel micropipettes (5BBL W ⁄ FIL 1.2 mm, World Precision Instruments, Inc.), pulled with a Narishige PE-2 puller to obtain a
total tip diameter of 15–30 lm, were used for the iontophoretic drug
application. The individual barrels had an outer tip diameter of
5–10 lm, and inner diameters of 2–5 lm. The impedance of each
barrel was in the range of 10–50 MW. A tungsten electrode (FHC Inc.,
1–2 MW) was attached to the pipette for recording of extracellular
action potentials close to the location of drug release (tip distance
25–50 lm). One or two barrels were ﬁlled with ACh (Sigma, 1 m,
pH 4.5); another barrel was ﬁlled with saline (0.9%). Currents were
controlled with a Neurophore BH-2 system (Harvard Apparatus). ACh
was applied by using positive ejection currents in the range of
1–100 nA. Usually a current of 40–80 nA was chosen for application.
In cases where the applied current caused neurons to spontaneously
ﬁre erratically the current was reduced down to currents as low as
1 nA. Retention currents used to prevent leakage of the drug were in
the range of )10 to )20 nA. During the drug application no negative
balance current was applied on the saline pipette, because this could
cause an accumulation of ACh in the saline pipette which would be
released during application of retention currents (Sato et al., 1987b;
Sillito & Murphy, 1987). To ensure that activity changes during
application and control conditions were not caused by the applied
currents we held the overall current constant during application and
nonapplication of ACh. This was achieved by adjusting the current
ﬂowing from the saline pipette accordingly while keeping it always
positive. We initially recorded neuronal activity when no ACh was

Spike times were collected with a resolution of 1 ms. Single trial spike
rates were determined for the pre-response and the response period.
Mean ﬁring rates as a function of time were obtained by Gaussian
kernel estimation with a 10-ms bandwidth (Nawrot et al., 1999).
Response latency was determined using a half-maximum approach
(Gawne et al., 1996; Friedman & Priebe, 1998). To test for activity
drifts during the data acquisition we compared single trial spike counts
between the initial control and the recovery measurement separately
for each stimulus condition, as well as for the spontaneous activity. If
cells did not show recovery from drug application they were excluded
from further analysis. We tested for drug effects by comparing spike
counts during recordings when ACh was applied with combined data
from control recordings. Only cells showing a signiﬁcant effect of
ACh on their ﬁring rate during the 500-ms stimulus presentation time
(P > 0.05, t-tests, corrected for multiple comparison) were used for the
analysis in the current paper.
We separated cells into two categories, cells facilitated and cells
inhibited by ACh. A cell was classiﬁed as facilitated, if the sum of the
spikes for all conditions and trials was higher during the application of
ACh. It was classiﬁed as inhibited otherwise.
Tuning and response properties were analysed in different time
windows. Activity from 300 ms preceding stimulus onset of all
conditions was used to determine the cell’s spontaneous activity. The
mean response was deﬁned as the response during the entire stimulus
presentation, adjusted by the cell’s latency. Additionally activity was
taken from ﬁve 100 ms bins to describe effects for different parts of
the response also adjusted by the cell’s latency. The adjustment of time
windows relative to response latency means that all stimulus driven
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response periods relate to response onset, not stimulus onset. The ﬁnal
bin thus includes a time period after stimulus offset during which
responses still persisted due to the cell’s latency.
The analysis of ACh induced changes to response characteristics
was generally performed with the responses that occurred to a bar of
preferred orientation. Exceptions from this will be stated explicitly in
the results section.

Coefﬁcient of variation
To asses the regularity of spike timing within individual trials
the coefﬁcient of variation (CV) for the interspike-intervals (ISI)
distribution was calculated (Softky & Koch, 1993; Liu & Wang,
2001) as the standard deviation of the ISI-distribution divided by its
mean:
CV ¼ rISI =meanðISIÞ

Modulation index (MI)
We calculated the ACh induced modulation of neuronal activity for the
different time periods according to:
MI ¼ ðRACh  RCtr Þ=ðRACh þ RCtr Þ

with:

ð1Þ

Where RACh was the response during ACh application and RCtr was
the response during control conditions (ACh not applied).
Tonicity index (TI)
Tonicity index (TI) was determined to describe the response shape. TI is
deﬁned here as the activity during the fourth 100 ms bin (300 ms to
400 ms after response onset) of the response divided by the activity
during the ﬁrst 100 ms bin (0–100 ms after response onset). Values
towards zero indicate transient responses with a strong onset, and little
sustained activity, while values of around 1 indicate a tonic ⁄ sustained
response with similar activities during the early and late response phases.

ð4Þ

rISI

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
N
u1 X
¼t
ðISIi  meanðISIÞÞ2
N i¼1

ð5Þ

A very regular ﬁring pattern results in a sharp peak of the ISIdistribution and a CV towards 0, whereas irregular ﬁring pattern result
in a broader ISI distribution and large CVs. This measurement is
somewhat problematic, because it is sensitive to nonstationarity of the
ﬁring rate, which inevitably occurs during stimulus presentation. To
account for this problem we also calculated the CV within a moving
average window (bin width 25 ms, 25 ms steps), within which the
mean ISI and the CV were calculated, resulting in time resolved CVs
and mean ISIs.

Orientation tuning
Response reliability
Signal-to-noise ratio
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was calculated as the stimulus driven
response (Rstim) divided by the sum of the stimulus driven response
and spontaneous activity (Rspont):
SNR ¼ Rstim =ðRstim þ Rspont Þ

Orientation tuning characteristics were described by a variety of
different measures. Preferred orientation was deﬁned as the bar
orientation closest to the circular mean (hp) using the 500 ms
presentation time to determine the response activity Ri to a bar with
the orientation angle h. First the rectangular components S and C of
the mean vector were determined:

ð2Þ
S¼

This calculation is identical to the SNR calculation used by Sato et al.
(1987b). It describes how much the neuronal activity exceeds the
background activity if a visual stimulus is present. Values towards 1
indicate that the stimulus driven response is much higher than the
spontaneous activity. To determine the reliability of this measure for
each neuron we used a bootstrap method, randomly resampling our
data 1000 times with replacement.

To test whether the application of ACh showed a systematic effect on
the trial-to-trial response reliability we determined the variance of
spike counts between trials for the whole (0–500 ms after response
onset), the early (0–100 ms after response onset), and the late response
period (300–400 ms after response onset). The response variance
scales with the mean response. The degree of this scaling was
estimated by ﬁtting the power function:
variance ¼ a  Rb

C¼

8
X

ð6Þ

Ri cosð2hi Þ

ð7Þ

i¼1

These values were used to calculate the preferred orientation hp:
hp ¼ 0:5 arctanðS=CÞ

if C > 0;

hp ¼ 180 þ 0:5 arctanðS=CÞ

if C < 0;

ð8Þ
ð9Þ

Tuning concentration
A measure that reﬂects the tuning width and also the selectivity of a
neuron is given by the circular concentration (T; Swindale, 1998):

ð3Þ

to the mean vs. variance data (Gur et al., 1997). In logarithmic metrics
this function corresponds to a straight line, with intercept a and slope
b. Following transformation of the mean and variance of the ﬁring rate
into logarithmic values, we used a robust linear regression (Matlab 13,
Mathworks) to obtain the coefﬁcients a and b for each cell when ACh
was not applied and when it was applied.

Ri sinð2hi Þ

i¼1

or

Variance vs. mean ﬁring rate

8
X

T ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S 2 þ C2
8
P
Ri

ð10Þ

i¼1

We calculated the tuning width by ﬁtting a wrapped Gaussian function
(Swindale, 1998) to the mean response to each bar orientation (leastsquare ﬁtting; Press et al., 2002):
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GðhÞ ¼ B þ A

n¼5
X
n¼5

expð

ðh  q þ 180nÞ2
2 r2

Response properties, profiles, and reliability
ð11Þ

where G(h) is the predicted response given the bar orientation (h), A is
the tuning amplitude, r the bandwidth, q the centre location (the
predicted preferred orientation), and B the offset. To test whether ACh
signiﬁcantly changed any of these parameters, we applied a
bootstrapping method (Press et al., 2002), randomly re-sampling our
data 100 times with replacement. This generated 100 estimates of the
ﬁtting parameters from which the median and 25, 75 percentiles of
each parameter were derived. A signed rank-test was used to
determine whether any of these tuning parameters were signiﬁcantly
inﬂuenced by ACh application.

Results
We recorded a total of 175 cells with and without application of
ACh. One-hundred and four cells showed a signiﬁcant effect of ACh
application on the ﬁring rate. The lack of effect of ACh on activity
in 71 cells does not necessarily mean that these cells were
insensitive to ACh application, as the pipettes may not have been
working during a substantial proportion of these recordings.
Additionally, for some of the cells no recovery occurred, which
could either have been due to long-term effects of ACh application
or cell drifts during the recording. With the current work we want to
investigate how ACh affects the neuronal response, not what the
proportions of ACh sensitive and insensitive cells are (see
Sato et al., 1987b), therefore we focus on cells showing a clear
effect of the ACh application.
Of the 104 cells that were signiﬁcantly affected by ACh
application 68 (65.4%) exhibited an increase of their response,
while for 36 (34.6%) cells the response was reduced. Fifty-eight
(55.8%) cells exhibited a signiﬁcant change (generally an increase)
of their spontaneous activity. Figure 1 shows the ﬁring rates of four
example cells that were affected in different manners by ACh. They
exemplify what was seen in many cells upon ACh application. The
upper histograms show the ﬁring rates in response to the preferred
stimulus orientation when ACh was not applied (black) and when it
was applied (grey). The grey-scale plots below show the activity
proﬁles as a function of time and stimulus orientation when ACh
was not applied (second row) and when it was applied (third row).
The fourth row shows the absolute difference between row 2 and 3.
The ﬁrst cell (Fig. 1A) exhibited increased spontaneous activity and
ﬁring rates during the entire stimulation period. Responses were
also more sustained upon ACh application and the orientation
tuning curve appears broader. The cell in Fig. 1B represents an
example of increased cell activity in conjunction with a reduction in
cell latency (a rare occasion) upon ACh application. Figure 1C is
an example for cells where ﬁring rate increases were mostly
restricted to the late (tonic ⁄ sustained) response period upon ACh
application, and tuning during the late part seemed broader upon
ACh application. A minority, but substantial fraction of cells
showed response decreases that were generally strongest during the
early (transient) response period. An example for such a cell type is
shown in Fig. 1D.
The remainder of the results section will be split into two main
parts. The ﬁrst part will investigate how ACh affected response
properties, proﬁles, and response reliability in cells facilitated and cells
inhibited by ACh. The second part will investigate how ACh affected
neuronal tuning functions.

To investigate whether the effect of ACh on neuronal activity
changed over the response duration we subdivided the stimulus
driven response into ﬁve 100 ms time windows. The result of this
analysis is shown in Fig. 2, where the ﬁring rates are plotted for
these different response periods when ACh was not applied and
when it was applied. Neurons facilitated by ACh are represented in
black, neurons inhibited by ACh as grey dots. The spontaneous
activity was increased in most neurons during ACh application
(Fig. 2A). This effect was highly signiﬁcant and occurred even for
cells that were inhibited by ACh during stimulus presentation
(P < 0.001, signed rank test). During the ﬁrst 100 ms following
response onset the majority of cells increased their ﬁring rates, but
ﬁring rate reductions also occurred (Fig. 2B). During this early
response period the difference between facilitated and suppressed
cells was also most obvious. An increase in ﬁring rate was even
more pronounced during the later response periods. Interestingly
this increase was also found for inhibited neurons, which indicates
that ACh induced inhibition was strongest or restricted to the early
response (Fig. 2C–F).
We were interested in the degree of ACh induced ﬁring rate
modulation for the different response periods, and calculated a rate
modulation index for each 100 ms bin (MI, see Materials and
methods). We separately examined cells facilitated by ACh and cells
inhibited by ACh. Cells facilitated by ACh showed the largest MI
during spontaneous activity (Fig. 3A). Their MI during stimulus
driven responses was smallest during the earliest response period
immediately following response onset. The MI gradually increased
during the ﬁrst 200 ms after response onset (Fig. 3A). This difference
of modulation indices for different time windows was signiﬁcant for
facilitated cells [P < 0.001, Kruskal–Wallis Analysis of Variance
(anova)]. Modulation indices were less affected by response time for
cells inhibited by ACh (Fig. 3B), and there was no signiﬁcant
difference between the MIs for the various response times (P ¼ 0.549,
Kruskal–Wallis anova).
ACh application had different effects on spontaneous and stimulus
driven activity in some cells. Due to this dissociation we performed all
analyses in the remainder of the results section without subtracting
spontaneous activity. Another reason for not subtracting spontaneous
activity was the possibility of otherwise negative ﬁring rates for
nonpreferred stimuli, which would have rendered some of our
analyses impossible to interpret.
During this initial analysis we compared the activity for ﬁve
different time windows. For the remaining analysis we will concentrate on just three periods; on the whole response (0–500 ms), the ﬁrst
(early, 0–100 ms) and the fourth (late, 300–400 ms as this time period
does not yet include parts of the off response) time bin following
response onset.
Tonicity index (TI)
The TI describes the relative strength of the early (transient) to the late
(sustained) response period and therefore refers to the general shape of
the response. Values towards 1 indicate a tonic response proﬁle, low
values a phasic response proﬁle. A repeated measurement two-factor
anova showed that TIs were signiﬁcantly affected by ACh application, and by bar orientation (P < 0.05). TIs were larger during ACh
application than during control conditions, and they were smallest
during preferred bar presentation. There was no interaction between
the two factors, i.e. the effect of ACh application on TI was
independent of the bar orientation (P ¼ 0.746). This analysis
demonstrates that ACh made responses more sustained.
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Fig. 1. Effects of acetylcholine on response proﬁles and orientation tuning. Upper graphs show raster plots and histograms when ACh was not applied (black curves) and when it was applied (grey curves, width of
the curves denotes standard error) for four example cells (A–D). Row 2 (ACh not applied) and 3 (ACh applied) show the activity as a function of time (horizontal axis in ms relative to stimulus onset, time 0) and bar
orientation (vertical axis, preferred orientation [deg] corresponds to second tick mark from the base). Row 4 shows the difference plot between those shown in row 2 and 3. Cell A was affected by ACh at all
orientations and over the entire response period. Cell B was mostly affected at orientations close to the preferred. It was one of the few cells where ACh caused a change in latency. Cell C was affected by ACh
application over a broad range of orientations, but most strongly at those ﬂanking the preferred, and during late response periods. Cell D was inhibited by ACh application. The inhibition was strongest when the
preferred orientation was presented and during the early response period. The histograms are based on 20 trials (top 20 rows of rasters) without and 20 trials with ACh application each.
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Fig. 2. Firing rate of neurons as a function ACh application. (A) Effect of ACh on spontaneous activity. Most neurons increased their spontaneous activity upon
ACh application. (B–F) Effects of ACh application on stimulus driven activity (preferred bar orientation) during the different response periods. horizontal axis,
activity when ACh was not applied, vertical axis, activity when ACh was applied. Black symbols, cells facilitated by ACh, grey symbols, cells inhibited by ACh.

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
As demonstrated in Fig. 2 ACh caused a proportionally stronger
increase during spontaneous activity than during stimulus driven
activity, which suggests that SNR might be decreased during ACh
application. To test this we calculated the median SNR (by means
of bootstrapping, see Materials and methods) for each cell under
control conditions and for conditions with application of ACh. The
resulting distributions for the three response periods are plotted in
Fig. 4. The SNR was signiﬁcantly reduced when ACh was applied
during the three response periods (P < 0.05, Wilcoxon signed rank
test).
SNR, as calculated above, only takes the ratio of mean ﬁring rates
into account, but does not provide information about the variance of
ﬁring rates from trial-to-trial or the variance of spike occurrence within
a trial. In vitro studies have demonstrated that ACh reduces spike
frequency adaptation (e.g. McCormick & Prince, 1986), potentially
rendering spike occurrence more reliable. Additionally, it has been
demonstrated that spikes elicited in the cortex following electrical
stimulation within the LGN occurred more reliably from trial-to-trial
during ACh application (Sato et al., 1987b), which should reduce the
variance of ﬁring rates. The increase of the TI values indicated that
responses were more sustained during ACh application, suggesting
decreased spike frequency adaptation. In the following section we will
investigate the effects of ACh application on response variance within
single trials and across trials. The response variability of neurons
limits the resolution of the sensory system and is a different source of
‘noise’ than ongoing activity. Thus, while SNR was deteriorated,
response variability might still have been reduced upon ACh
application. Regularity of spiking within single trials was investigated
by calculating the coefﬁcient of variation (CV, see Materials and
methods). Regularity of ﬁring rates between trials was investigated by
determining the variance of ﬁring rates as a function of the mean.
Coefﬁcient of variation (CV)
To demonstrate the cholinergic modulation of the spiking regularity
we show an example cell in Fig. 5. The activity of the neuron in
response to a bar of preferred orientation for control condition and
during application of ACh is plotted in Fig. 5A. These responses
yielded the ISI distributions shown in Fig. 5B. It demonstrates that the
ISI distribution became sharper upon ACh application evident by the
reduced CV value. A time-resolved analysis (Fig. 5C, using a moving
average window with a bin width of 25 ms) demonstrated that the
reduction of the CV occurred during the whole response period. It also

showed that the mean ISI increased only slightly at the beginning of
the response period and remained on a plateau thereafter during ACh
application, while it increased more and became more unreliable under
control conditions.
We calculated the CV value as a function of ACh application for
each neuron for the 500-ms response time (data not shown). Although
there was considerable variation in the CV values across the
population of cells, we found that CV values were signiﬁcantly
reduced upon ACh application for the population of neurons when
averaged over the entire response period (P < 0.05, signed rank test;
median CVnoACh 1.302; 25 percentile 1.097, 75 percentile 1.588;
median CVnoACh 1.275; 25 percentile 1.009, 75 percentile 1.624), i.e.
neurons ﬁred signiﬁcantly more regularly in the presence of ACh. This
trend occurred in cells facilitated and cells inhibited by ACh, although
it only reached signiﬁcance in cells facilitated by ACh (P ¼ 0.05,
signed rank test, n ¼ 68), probably due to the larger sample size (cells
facilitated by ACh, median CVnoACh 1.326; 25 percentile 1.110;
75 percentile 1.565; median CVACh 1.309; 25 percentile 1.026; 75 percentile 1.580; cells inhibited by ACh, median CVnoACh 1.264;
25 percentile 1.012; 75 percentile 1.631; median CVACh 1.205;
25 percentile 0.958; 75 percentile 1.664). We did not calculate the
CV for the early and late response period, because the small window
size for these response periods (100 ms) in conjunction with reduced
ﬁring rates during the later response periods and a limited number of
trials (15–20) often made it impossible to obtain the number of ISIs
required for a reliable analysis.
Firing rate variance
The trial-to-trial variance of the neuronal response was signiﬁcantly
increased by the application of ACh. This was not surprising, because
the variance depends on the mean ﬁring rate, which in the majority of
cells was increased upon ACh application. Thus, we tried to determine
whether the increase in variance could fully be accounted for by the
increased ﬁring rate, or whether ACh on its own was a contributing
factor. To this end we ﬁtted a power function [variance ¼ a* (meanb)]
to the two data sets. We found that ACh had different effects on the
relationship between mean and variance in the early response
compared to the late response period. In the early response period
the proportionality constant a was signiﬁcantly increased during ACh
application in cells facilitated and cells inhibited by ACh (facilitated
cell, median ano ACh 1.113; median aACh 1.206, P ¼ 0.006; inhibited
cells, median ano AC, 0.996; median aACh 1.379; P ¼ 0.009; signed
rank test), while the power constant b was not signiﬁcantly affected by
ACh in either of the two cell groups (facilitated cells, median bno ACh
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period the opposite was found (although the latter was signiﬁcant for
facilitated cells only).
Effect of ACh on orientation tuning
ACh induced response modulation was dependent on the stimulus
orientation (P < 0.05, two factor anova, Factor A, ACh application;
Factor B, stimulus orientation, data not shown). Responses associated
with less preferred orientations were relatively more affected than
responses associated with preferred orientation stimuli. This suggests
that the presence of applied ACh could also modulate the orientation
tuning function. We investigated the cholinergic modulation of the
tuning characteristics by different methods. These methods capture
different aspects of the tuning functions, and therefore complement
one another (Shapley et al., 2003).
Tuning concentration
The orientation selectivity was assessed with the calculation of the
concentration. It corresponds to the tuning vector normalized by the
sum of the responses as described in the Material and methods section
(Batschelet, 1981; Swindale, 1998). For some cells concentration upon
ACh application increased, but in general there was a trend towards
decreased concentration when ACh was applied. There was, however,
a difference in how concentration was affected by ACh application
between facilitated cells and inhibited cells. Concentration was
signiﬁcantly reduced during all response periods (P < 0.01, paired
t-test) for facilitated cells, while it was not signiﬁcantly affected in
cells inhibited upon ACh application (P > 0.05, paired t-test). This
difference in signiﬁcance is unlikely to be accounted for by sample
size, because cells inhibited by ACh showed a trend opposite to cells
facilitated by ACh during the late response period, i.e. they exhibited
an increase in concentration upon ACh application. The reduction in
concentration for facilitated cells indicates a relatively stronger
contribution of responses to nonpreferred bars to the tuning function,
thereby suggesting that the tuning function became broader upon
application of ACh. This issue will be addressed in the next section.
Table 1 lists the medians, and the 25 and 75 percentiles of the tuning
concentration for facilitated and inhibited cells for the different
response periods.
Data ﬁtting with a Gaussian
Fig. 3. Median modulation index for the spontaneous activity and ﬁring rate
in the presence of a bar with preferred orientation. (A) Modulation index for
cells facilitated by ACh during spontaneous activity and during different
response periods following response onset. (B) Modulation index for cells
inhibited by ACh during spontaneous activity and during different response
periods following response onset. Error bars denote 25, 75 percentiles.

1.010; median bACh 1.014; P ¼ 0.915; inhibited cells median bno ACh
1024; median bACh 1.040; P ¼ 0.664; signed rank test). During the
late response period the proportionality constant a was signiﬁcantly
reduced upon ACh application in facilitated cells (median ano ACh
1.949; median aACh 1.569; P ¼ 0.009), while this reduction was not
signiﬁcant in inhibited cells (median ano ACh 1.795; median aACh
1.613; P ¼ 0.657; signed rank test). The power constant b again was
not signiﬁcantly affected by ACh in either of the two cell groups
(facilitated cells, median bno ACh 1.268; median bACh 1.220;
P ¼ 0.324; inhibited cells, median bno ACh 1175; median bACh
1.298; P ¼ 0.081; signed rank test). This means that during the early
response periods ACh caused the trial-to-trial variance to increase
more than the mean ﬁring rate, while during the sustained response

By ﬁtting a wrapped Gaussian (v2-ﬁtting, Press et al., 2002) to the
mean neuronal response it was possible to investigate the following
parameters of the orientation tuning function; tuning amplitude, fullwidth at half maximum (FWHM), tuning offset, and peak location. We
performed ﬁtting on the original data set and on data sets obtained by
bootstrapping (see Materials and methods), thereby obtaining conﬁdence intervals of the tuning parameter estimates. We analysed the
whole response period, the early, and the late period separately.
Examples for different types of effects on the tuning curves by
application of ACh during the early response period are shown in
Fig. 6. Figure 6A and B are examples for cells that were facilitated by
ACh, Fig. 6C is an example of a cell for which responses to bars with
nonpreferred orientations were facilitated, while the response to the
preferred orientation was largely unaffected by ACh. The box plots
below the tuning curves show conﬁdence intervals for the tuning
amplitude, FWHM, and offset derived from the bootstrapping. Tuning
width was signiﬁcantly affected in all three example cells. It decreased
for the cell in Fig. 6A, while it increased for the cells in Fig. 6B and C.
The tuning amplitude increased upon ACh application for the cells in
Fig. 6A and B, but it was decreased for the example shown in Fig. 6C.
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Fig. 4. Signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). (A) SNR during the whole response period (0–500 ms) when ACh was not applied (horizontal axis) and when it was applied
(vertical axis) for cells facilitated (ﬁlled symbols) and cells inhibited (open symbols). (B) SNR during the ﬁrst 0–100 ms following response onset. (C) SNR during
the period from 300 to 400 ms following response onset. Symbols denote the median SNR obtained from bootstrapping. Error bars denote 25, 75 percentiles
obtained from the bootstrap distribution.

Fig. 5. Interspike interval distributions (ISI) and coefﬁcient of variation (CV). (A) Raster plot and histogram of a cell response to the preferred bar orientation
when ACh was not applied (upper graph) and when ACH was applied (lower graph). Dashed vertical lines show the period from which ISI values were obtained.
(B) ISI (black histograms) obtained from the raster plots shown under A. Grey curve shows a gamma function ﬁtted to the ISI distributions. The CV decreased upon
ACh application for this cell. (C) Average ISI as a function of time following response onset (black curve, left vertical axis) measured within a sliding window of
25 ms widths. Average coefﬁcient of variation (grey curve, right vertical axis) as a function of time following response onset measured within a sliding window of
25 ms. Dots represent individual ISI durations.

Tuning offset was unaffected for the example in Fig. 6A, it was higher
upon ACh application for examples B and C.
An increase in amplitude, FWHM, and offset was found for the
majority of cells when ACh was applied. In Fig. 7 the values of

these parameters for conditions with ACh application are plotted
against the values of control conditions. Changes of the tuning
amplitude are shown in the upper row for the whole response period,
the early and the late response period. Taking facilitated (ﬁlled
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Table 1. Tuning concentration for cells facilitated and cells inhibited by ACh
during the early and late response period
Tuning concentration
Facilitated cells
Median

Inhibited cells

This change was signiﬁcant for facilitated cells in all response periods,
but not for inhibited cells. To provide additional detail, we list in
Table 2, the medians and conﬁdence intervals for the tuning
parameters during the different time periods.
Location of recording sites

25%

75%

Median

25%

75%

Early response
No ACh
0.439
ACh
0.366

0.248
0.180

0.602
0.607

0.446
0.436

0.236
0.219

0.664
0.704

Late response
No ACh
0.429
ACh
0.269

0.209
0.169

0.630
0.523

0.359
0.411

0.224
0.240

0.492
0.611

Median, 25, and 75 percentiles are shown.

symbols) and inhibited cells (open symbols) together, the tuning
amplitude increased (Fig. 7A), but achieved signiﬁcance only for the
late response period (P ¼ 0.005, signed rank test). If facilitated and
inhibited cells were tested separately, the effect on the tuning
amplitude was signiﬁcant (P < 0.001) for both populations, but with
opposite polarity. Amplitude on average increased for facilitated cells
and decreased for inhibited cells upon ACh application. Interestingly,
the change of the amplitude did not always resemble the trend of being
facilitated or inhibited by the application of ACh, i.e. some cells that
were facilitated by ACh nevertheless exhibited a clear lowering of
their tuning amplitude. The tuning width increased during ACh
application (Fig. 7B) for cells facilitated by ACh and this increase
became signiﬁcant for the late response period (P < 0.001, signed
rank test). For inhibited cells the tuning width seemed to decrease for
all response periods, but this trend did not reach signiﬁcance. The
offset of the tuning curve was signiﬁcantly higher (Fig. 7C) for all
response periods when ACh was applied (P < 0.01, signed rank test).

We intentionally did not make electrolytic lesions at the end of recording
tracks, because that would have destroyed parts of the intrinsic V1
network. This would likely have affected our results regarding the effect
of ACh on intra-areal processing. We nevertheless took care to monitor
our recording depth precisely. After making a small incision into the
dura prior to each track, we positioned our electrode ⁄ pipette under
microscope guidance such that our zero depth registration corresponded
to the location where the pipette tip just touched the cortical surface. We
attempted to make penetrations perpendicular to the cortical surface,
thereby hoping to be able to reconstruct the depth with reasonable
precision. The median recording depth of neurons that showed
signiﬁcant ACh effects was 700 lm (25 and 75 percentile: 350,
1062 lm; 10 and 90 percentile 200, 1430 lm). Based on these depth
readings we assume that most of our recordings were conﬁned to the
upper cortical layers 2–4 (Solomon, 2002).
The absence of lesions makes a detailed assignment of ACh effects
as a function of cortical layer impossible, but it is still possible to
determine whether there was a signiﬁcant bias of effects (signiﬁcant
increases vs. decreases of the parameter of interest by ACh
application) to be more clustered towards superﬁcial vs. deeper
recording sites. We tested whether the depth distributions of cells that
showed signiﬁcant increases of the parameter of interest were
signiﬁcantly different from the depth distributions of cells that showed
signiﬁcant decreases of the parameter of interest. We found no signiﬁcant difference in the depth distribution for most of the parameters
that were analysed in this study (i.e. cells facilitated vs. cells inhibited
by ACh application, cells that showed increased SNRs vs. cells that

Fig. 6. Cell examples of orientation tuning with ACh not applied and ACh applied. The upper row shows examples cells demonstrating a sharpening of the tuning
curve (A), an increase of the amplitude (B), and a broadening of the tuning curve (C). Box plots underneath the tuning curves show the median (and 25,
75 percentiles) of the tuning parameters amplitude, FWHM, and offset derived from bootstrapping. P-values indicated whether the parameters of interest were
signiﬁcantly affected by ACh application. Grey symbols and ﬁtted line, orientation tuning when ACh was applied. Black symbols and ﬁtted line, orientation tuning
when ACh was not applied.
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Fig. 7. Population data of orientation tuning. (A) Amplitude of the Gaussian ﬁtted to the orientation tuning data during the three different response periods.
(B) Tuning widths, FWHM of the Gaussian ﬁtted to the orientation tuning data during the three different response periods. (C) Tuning offset of the Gaussian ﬁtted
to the orientation tuning data during the three different response periods. horizontal axis, parameters of interest when ACh was not applied, vertical axis: parameters
of interest when ACh was applied. Filled symbols median (and 25, 75 percentiles) of the parameter of interest for cells facilitated by ACh determined by
bootstrapping; open symbols median (and 25, 75 percentiles) of parameter of interest for cells inhibited by ACh determined by bootstrapping.

showed decreased SNRs, etc.). The only exception was found for the
tuning amplitude during the late response period (the tuning amplitude
was determined by ﬁtting a wrapped Gaussian to the data). Cells that
showed an increase in tuning amplitude during ACh application were
recorded more superﬁcially (698.7 ± 416.2 lm) than cells that
showed a signiﬁcant decrease in tuning amplitude (968.2 ±
679.9 lm) (P ¼ 0.048, t-test).

Discussion
In the current paper we investigated the effects of ACh application on
cortical response reliability and orientation tuning in anaesthetized
primates (Callithrix jacchus). Contrary to previous reports we found
neither an improvement of SNR in V1 nor a systematic sharpening of
tuning functions. However, in line with previous studies we found an
increase in ﬁring rates in the majority of cells upon ACh application,
especially during the late response period. Additionally we found a

decrease in the variability of interspike intervals, which could point to
reduced spike frequency adaptation.
We will ﬁrst discuss our ﬁndings in light of previous results and
what implications our ﬁndings may have for the cognitive functions
frequently ascribed to ACh. We have found a surprisingly large
diversity of effects at the single cell level, and this could potentially
have been due to the locality of the ACh application. To account for
this possibility we will then picture a network model of how affecting
different circuitries could result in a variety of effects of ACh
application. We will ﬁnally discuss how anaesthesia might interact
with ACh application and how this might account for differences in
the results between studies.

Response variability
Studies investigating the effects of ACh on neural sensitivity in cat
visual cortex reported an increase in SNR upon ACh application
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Table 2. Orientation tuning parameters derived from ﬁtting a Gaussian to the
neuronal responses

Whole response
Amplitude
No ACh
ACh
FWHM
No ACh
ACh
Offset
No ACh
ACh
Early response
Amplitude
No ACh
ACh
FWHM
No ACh
ACh
Offset
No ACh
ACh
Late response
Amplitude
No ACh
ACh
FWHM
No ACh
ACh
Offset
No ACh
ACh

Median

25%

75%

22.43
23.93

15.44
16.77

33.37
39.74

48.72
50.11

34.93
36.61

67.91
68.66

4.42
7.69

1.57
2.13

12.14
20.66

47.06
43.28

32.66
28.56

64.95
70.06

50.82
52.78

34.86
39.25

66.90
63.00

8.55
11.42

1.48
1.82

28.16
30.74

18.84
22.56

12.49
14.00

28.46
35.12

34.54
42.41

24.12
25.05

47.65
55.02

2.34
5.53

0.86
1.02

9.26
16.24

Median, 25, and 75 percentiles are shown.

(Sillito & Kemp, 1983; Sato et al., 1987a; Sato et al., 1987b; Murphy
& Sillito, 1991), while studies in awake primates produced conﬂicting
results (Inoue et al., 1983; Matsumura et al., 1990). It has often been
suggested that the increase in SNR may be a mechanism by which
ACh mediates attention, memory, learning, perception, and wakefulness (Munk et al., 1996; Davidson et al., 1999; Davidson & Marrocco,
2000; Shulz et al., 2000; Lucas-Meunier et al., 2003; Rodriguez et al.,
2004). We found that ACh increased stimulus induced ﬁring rates in
the majority of neurons, but the concomitant increase in spontaneous
rate resulted in decreased SNRs. This decrease was found in cells
facilitated, as well as in cells inhibited, by ACh. Our results are in line
with several other studies reporting ACh induced increases of the
spontaneous activity (Inoue et al., 1983; Müller & Singer, 1989;
Bassant et al., 1990), which is likely to have resulted in decreased
SNRs. A decrease in SNRs is contrary to notions by which ACh
increases stimulus representation and ﬁdelity in the cortex to support
cognitive functions such as enhanced perception during states of
attention, or learning and memory.
SNR is a relatively crude measure, and we therefore investigated
how the variance of ﬁring rates between trials and the regularity of
spiking within trials (the coefﬁcient of variation of the ISI) was
affected by ACh application. An increase of the trial-to-trial variance
(response noise) was expected, because the variance generally
increases proportionally more than the mean ﬁring rate in V1 (Vogels
et al., 1989; Snowden et al., 1992; Gur et al., 1997), and the mean
ﬁring rate was on average increased by ACh application. We found
different results for the early and late response period. The trial-to-trial
variance increased upon ACh application during the early response
period, while it decreased slightly during the late response period. This

suggests reduced trial-to-trial variability during the late ⁄ sustained
response periods when levels of ACh were high, i.e. a more reliable
sensory representation, which is in line with cognitive functions
ascribed to ACh. This was also supported by our analysis of the
variance of the ﬁring rate within trials (CV), a measure that is based on
the variance of the interspike interval distribution (Softky & Koch,
1993; Holt et al., 1996; Shadlen & Newsome, 1998; Feldmeyer et al.,
1999; Reich et al., 2000). We found that the CV was reduced upon
ACh application at the population level, both in cells facilitated and
cells inhibited by ACh. This means that the ﬁring patterns became
more sustained and more regular when ACh was applied, indicative of
reduced spike frequency adaptation probably mediated by muscarinic
mechanisms (McCormick & Prince, 1986; Barkai & Hasselmo, 1994;
Cox et al., 1994; Morton & Davies, 1997; Tang et al., 1997).

Effects of ACh on orientation tuning
Some studies in cat visual cortex have reported that ACh causes V1
tuning curves to sharpen (Sillito & Kemp, 1983; Sillito, 1986; Murphy
& Sillito, 1991), while others failed to replicate this ﬁnding
(Sato et al., 1987b; Müller & Singer, 1989). We did not ﬁnd a
systematic sharpening of orientation tuning functions following ACh
application in the marmoset. On the contrary, we found that orientation
tuning deteriorated for most of the cells when ACh was applied.
However, we noted different trends for cells facilitated and cells
inhibited by ACh. Tuning width was increased in cells facilitated by
ACh, particularly during the late response period, while cells inhibited
by ACh showed a trend towards sharpened tuning functions upon ACh
application, although this trend did not reach signiﬁcance. The
increase of tuning width in facilitated cells could have been due to
response saturation, but if this was the case we would expect the effect
to be largest during the phasic response period, not during the
sustained period. This result was corroborated by determination of
tuning concentration, a method which allows the investigation of the
strength of the tuning, while simultaneously taking potential wide
angle responses into account (Ringach et al., 2003; Shapley et al.,
2003). We found that concentration was reduced by ACh application
in facilitated cells during all response periods, while it was not affected
in cells inhibited by ACh.
The origin of orientation tuning in primary visual cortex and its
mediation remains a matter of debate. Originally it was proposed that
properly aligned thalamocortical connections mediate orientation
tuning in V1 (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; reviewed in Ferster & Miller,
2000), while others argue that inhibitory intracortical mechanisms
make at least some important contributions (Sato et al., 1996; Crook
et al., 1998; Monier et al., 2003; Shapley et al., 2003). Cholinergic
mechanisms are thought to dynamically control the synaptic efﬁcacy
of thalamo-cortical and cortico-cortical connections, with thalamocortical connections becoming more dominant when levels of ACh are
high (Hasselmo & Bower, 1992; Metherate & Ashe, 1993; Barkai &
Hasselmo, 1994; Hasselmo, 1995; Gil et al., 1997; Kimura &
Baughman, 1997; Kimura et al., 1999; Hsieh et al., 2000; Kimura,
2000). Thus, if intracortical inhibitory mechanisms contribute to the
sharpness of orientation tuning, high levels of ACh should result in
wider tuning functions, which we indeed found. The differences were
relatively small, but signiﬁcant at the population level, arguing that
intracortical mechanisms contribute to the sharpening of orientation
tuning. This result may seem at odds with our recent report about
enhancement of spatial selectivity, i.e. narrowing of the spatial tuning
function (Roberts et al., 2005). However, the effect of ACh on tuning
properties will depend on the intracortical contribution towards the
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tuning parameter under investigation. If intracortical mechanisms
cause a sharpening of tuning, as is apparently the case for orientation
tuning, then high levels of ACh will result in wider tuning functions.
If, on the other hand, intracortical mechanisms mediate integration (as,
e.g. in spatial integration), causing a widening of the tuning function,
then high levels of ACh will cause a sharpening.
If intracortical processes contribute to the shape of the tuning
function, ACh could interfere with these processes and reduce their
impact. ACh could affect inhibitory interneurons via two complementary mechanisms. First ACh could activate presynaptic muscarinic
receptors at GABAergic synapses and so reduce their transmission
(Krnjevic et al., 1981; Kimura & Baughman, 1997). Second ACh
could suppress the intracortical excitatory synapses, which activate the
interneurons. Both mechanism would result in a reduced inhibitory
drive and thereby could diminish the sharpening of the orientation
tuning curves.

Multitude of ACh effects
In the current study we mainly found an increase in ﬁring rate, which
is compatible with depolarization and diminished spike frequency
adaptation, probably mediated by muscarinic mechanisms (McCormick & Prince, 1986; McCormick, 1992). However, we found no
systematic effects on tuning and stimulus selectivity. This could occur
if the network effect of ACh strongly depended on the location of the
injection site. ACh can exert a multitude of effects at pre- and
postsynaptic sites. Thus the speciﬁc effect seen at the individual cell
may vary depending on the spread of ACh and on the location of the
injection pipette. The complexity of network interactions within V1
prohibits a comprehensive analysis of how applying ACh to different
locations within the network could inﬂuence the responses of a given
cell. However, using a simpliﬁed network of V1 it is possible to
demonstrate how the application of ACh at random locations could

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the V1 cellular network and its modulation by ACh. Cell bodies are symbolized by ﬁlled circles or triangles, dendrites by bars,
axonal terminal zones by transparent ellipsoids. Lateral intracortical connections are symbolized by purple horizontal lines (on which presynaptic muscarinic
receptors are located (grey boxes). In addition the axonal terminal zones could also be populated by these receptors (not shown for clarity). Thalamocortical terminals
are symbolized by vertical blue lines. Nicotinic presynaptic receptors located on these terminals are shown as black triangles. Postsynaptic receptors can be located
on the soma or the dendrites, but are shown on somas exclusively for simplicity. The omission of receptors on some cell bodies was also performed for clarity. Most
of the recordings in our study were from supragranular layers (electrode position). ACh applied to layer 1 interneurons (l1) would increase the excitability of
pyramidal cells (p2 ⁄ 3) by inhibiting layer 2 ⁄ 3 (b2 ⁄ 3) interneurons (Christophe et al., 2002). In layer 2 ⁄ 3 ACh activates muscarinic receptors on pyramidal cells
causing cell depolarization, increased excitability, and reduced spike frequency adaptation (McCormick & Prince, 1985; Mrzljak et al., 1996). A simultaneous
activation of muscarinic receptors located on interneurons would counteract the depolarization of the pyramidal cell, due to increased GABAergic inhibition
(McCormick & Prince, 1985; but note that hyperpolarization of interneurons can also occur Xiang et al., 1998). Postsynaptic M2 muscarinic receptors on layer 4
cells decrease the excitability of layer 4 neurons (Mrzljak et al., 1996), thereby possibly reducing the excitatory feed forward drive to layer 2 ⁄ 3 pyramidal cells.
Presynaptic muscarinic receptors in most layers reduce the efﬁcacy of lateral excitatory (M2, M4) and inhibitory (M1) connections resulting in decreased intracortical
integration (Mrzljak et al., 1996; Gil et al., 1997; Kimura & Baughman, 1997; Hsieh et al., 2000; Kimura, 2000). Nicotinic receptors in layer 4 of primate V1 boost
the synaptic efﬁcacy of thalamocortical connections, increasing the relative efﬁcacy of feed-forward signals (Vidal & Changeux, 1993; Gil et al., 1997; Gioanni
et al., 1999). Postsynaptic nicotinic receptors are mostly conﬁned to regular and irregular spiking interneurons in layer 2 ⁄ 3 (Porter et al., 1999; Alkondon et al.,
2000; Christophe et al., 2002; Metherate, 2004; but see Roerig et al., 1997), where they increase the inhibitory drive within the network, resulting in inhibition of
pyramidal cells, as well as disinhibition (Alkondon et al., 2000). The schema highlights the diversity of receptors at different locations, their effects, and their
speciﬁcity dependent on localization. As a result application of ACh has a variety of effects, depending on whether application is local, or whether the whole network
is affected. l1, interneuron from layer 1; db, double bouquet cell; b, basket cell; p, pyramidal cell; ss, spiny stellate cell; LTS, low threshold spiking interneuron;
numbers refer to the location of the cell body.
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have different effects on the response of single cells. Given that the
large majority of recording sites were in layers 2–4, we will focus on
possible effects to neurons in those layers. We present a picture of V1
connections and an overview of cholinergic receptors found on the
cells and their terminals in Fig. 8. The cellular network itself is based
on published V1 models (Callaway, 1998; Binzegger et al., 2004;
Douglas & Martin, 2004).
When the spread of the application is very restricted, a pyramidal cell
layer 2 ⁄ 3 pyramidal cell would become depolarized via the activation
of somatic muscarinic receptors due to decreased membrane conductance for K+ (McCormick & Prince, 1986). As a consequence the
spontaneous and stimulus driven activity of the cell would increase. A
proportional increase in stimulus driven activity may not be possible
due to the possibility of saturation of ﬁring rates. As a result a decrease
in SNR is predicted, which is what we found in a substantial fraction of
cells (Fig. 4). These (local) changes would also reduce spike frequency
adaptation and thus increase the modulation index, also in line with our
ﬁndings (Fig. 3). If orientation tuning was largely mediated by feedforward mechanisms (Ferster, 1986, 1987), the described ACh scenario
could additionally result in reduced orientation tuning (widening of the
tuning function), as the drive of a preferred stimulus could result in
saturated ﬁring levels, and nonpreferred orientations could induce
proportionally larger increases in ﬁring rates.
If we recorded from the same cell, but assumed a larger spread of
ACh then surrounding cells would also be inﬂuenced by ACh. ACh
would still have the direct effects on the layer 2 ⁄ 3 pyramidal cell as
described above, but in addition could activate regular spiking and
irregular spiking interneurons in layer 2 ⁄ 3 (Porter et al., 1999;
Alkondon et al., 2000) by nicotinic mechanisms. These could inhibit
the layer 2 ⁄ 3 pyramidal cell, thereby reducing (or abolishing) the
muscarinic effects on spontaneous and stimulus driven activity,
resulting in overall reduced activity levels, as seen in a subset of
cells. If the spread of ACh was sufﬁciently large to reach presynaptic
receptors on thalamo-cortical terminals the stimulus related excitatory drive would increase (Gil et al., 1997), possibly rendering the
inhibition ineffective during stimulus presentation and so result in
increased SNR level. The combination of increased inhibitory and
excitatory drives could result in a nonlinearity by which only the
strongest inputs (those from the preferred stimulus) get boosted,
resulting in a sharpening of the orientation tuning curve. The spread
of ACh to the cell’s dendrite would reduce the synaptic efﬁcacy of
excitatory lateral integration (probably through muscarinic M4
mechanisms, Kimura & Baughman, 1997). If the excitatory lateral
connections were predominantly from neurons with similar preferred
orientations, a reduction of their efﬁcacy would result in reduced
orientation tuning (as nonpreferred orientation input might be
relatively increased). If, however, the lateral connections were
predominantly from neurons with different preferred orientations, a
reduction of their efﬁcacy would result in narrower orientation
tuning. Inhibitory lateral connections are also reduced by muscarinic
mechanisms (probably mediated by presynaptic M1 receptors,
Kimura & Baughman, 1997). Inhibitory mechanisms are likely to
contribute to orientation tuning, in addition to ordered feed-forward
input (Sillito, 1975, 1979; Allison et al., 1995; Allison et al., 1996;
Sato et al., 1996; Crook et al., 1997, 1998; Ringach et al., 2002;
Ringach et al., 2003; Shapley et al., 2003). A reduction of inhibitory
synaptic efﬁcacy could thus result in broader orientation tuning.
Inhibitory interneurons are interconnected, thus an increased inhibitory drive due to nicotinic ACh activation can result in disinhibition
of pyramidal cells (Alkondon et al., 2000; Christophe et al., 2002),
thereby opening the possibility for many more effects on SNR and
tuning properties in V1 cells.

A whole variety of different scenarios can be deduced from Fig. 8. It
may be that some of the effects seen in our study were due to very
local application, while other effects could have been due to effects on
larger parts of the network. Consequentially, some of the results,
which appear to contradict previous studies (Sillito & Kemp, 1983;
Sato et al., 1987b; Sillito & Murphy, 1987) could be explained by the
locality of application, and ⁄ or by the use of different anaesthetic
agents (see next paragraph).
Interaction with anaesthesia
The experiments reported here were performed under Propofol
anaesthesia, which mediates its anaesthetic effects primarily through
a GABAergic mechanisms (Alkire & Haier, 2001). We have initially
performed experiments under halothane anaesthesia (at 0.6–1.2%). In
those experiments (four marmosets, > 100 cells recorded) we were
unable to detect any signiﬁcant effects of ACh application on the
neuronal activity. Volatile anaesthetics, such as halothane, mediate
their effects through blockade of muscarinic (Anthony et al., 1989;
Seeman & Kapur, 2003) and nicotinic mechanisms (Tassonyi et al.,
2002), and the lack of effects is therefore not entirely surprising as
high levels of anaesthetics were used. We decided to use halothane as
our ﬁrst choice, because previous studies in cat primary visual cortex
have used halothane anaesthesia (Sato et al., 1987b; Murphy & Sillito,
1991), albeit at a substantially lower level during the recording (0.1–
0.5%). Although Propofol can also directly affect the cholinergic
system, it is assumed that these effects occur mostly at quantities
exceeding those necessary for adequate anaesthesia (Nagase et al.,
1999; Alkire & Haier, 2001). Given the difference in anaesthetic
regime between our study, and previous studies in cat visual cortex
some of the discrepancies could potentially be related to the different
anaesthesia regimes. This shows that studying cholinergic mechanisms
in anaesthetized animals is problematic, because most of the
anaesthetics used interfere with the cholinergic system directly or
indirectly (reviewed in Backman et al., 2004). Therefore to validate
the effects of cholinergic modulation and to exclude interaction with
the anaesthetics it will be necessary to perform experiments, similar to
those described here, but in the awake preparation. This would allow
investigating the contribution of cholinergic mechanisms to attention,
memory, or even consciousness, which are unlikely to be revealed in
anaesthetized preparations. We are currently performing such
experiments.

Conclusions and potential implications
In line with previous reports we found that application of ACh results
mostly in increased stimulus driven and spontaneous ﬁring rates.
Contrary to previous in vivo studies the proportionally larger increase
in spontaneous ﬁring rate resulted in a reduced SNR, provided that
spontaneous activity is considered noise. Such a reduction would
reduce the information transmitted under high ACh, contradicting a
generally held view. We also found an increase in trial-to-trial variance
upon ACh application, but this increase was slightly smaller than
expected given the concomitant increase in ﬁring rate. Interspike
intervals variation was reduced upon ACh application. The latter two
results could be interpreted as an ability of increased information
transmission when levels of ACh are high, but they somewhat
contradict our ﬁnding of a reduced SNR. Orientation tuning was
slightly wider upon ACh application, but the main effect of ACh on
orientation tuning was a gain modulation, somewhat reminiscent of
attentional effects reported for macaque area V4 and V1 (McAdams &
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Maunsell, 1999). Based on the similarity to attentional modulation and
potentially increased information transmission it is tempting to suggest
that ACh in visual cortical areas is an important permissive agent
contributing to attentional modulation.
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